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1. PROVISIONS OP THE CONSTITUTION AND OF THE FINANCIAL REGULATIONS ON THE SUBMISSION
<7F BUDGET ESTIMATES: Item 3.5 of the Agenda (Documents EB24/Min/4 Rev.l, page 68,
EB25/45 and EB25/44) (continued)

The CHAIRMAN, before proceeding with the business of the meeting, welcomed 

Dr Munoz-Puglisevich on his arrival to attend the Board session.

Mr BRADY complimented the Director-General and staff on having presented a very- 

clear and helpful account of the problem involved in the submission of budget estimates 

(document EB25/45).

There appeared to be general agreement on accepting the procedure hitherto adopted 

for the submission of the annual budget estimates, although some refinements that were 

considered desirable in the light of experience were being put forward. For his part, 

he agreed with the general aim of the amendments in that connexion, but the question of 

the drafting of the appropriate articles of the Financial Regulations would require some 

further consideration, which could be given in examining the detailed texts set out in 

document EB25/44.

On the other hand, he had some reservations about the proposals put forward in 

document EB25/45 relating to revisions to the annual budget estimates and supplementary 

estimates. The Assistant Director-General had put forward a reasonable and practical 

proposal to solve the difficulty which arose from the absence in the WHO Constitution of 

any mention of a procedure to govern those two matters; with ail due deference to 

Mr Siegel's known ability in such matters, he would like the board to consider an 

alternative view. The Organization was bound by the provisions of the Constitution and
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presumably its powers of interpretation of those provisions needed to be brought into 

operation only when serious doubts or ambiguities arose. An occasion might perhaps 

arise on which the Health Assembly would again have to consider the matter carefully, 

but the procedure envisaged under the Constitution was that the Director-General 

should prepare and submit annually to the Board the budget estimates of the Organization 

(Article 34); and under Article 55» he was required to prepare and submit to the Board 

the annual budget estimates of the Organization.

One question which immediately arose was whether the budget estimates in the con

text of those two articles included or excluded supplementary estimates and revised 

estimates. One point of view would be that, in the absence of a speoific provision 

in the Constitution dealing with supplementary estimates, it was open to the Board to 

make a recommendation to the Health Assembly and to the Health Assembly subsequently to 

decide to introduce a procedure governing the submission of supplementary estimates.

On the other hand,the view he favoured was that the procedure governing the submission 

of supplementary estimates must have regard to the only two provisions in the Constitu

tion relating to budget estimates, namely, Articles 34 and 55- In other words, he was 

submitting that the references to budget estimates of the Organization in the 

Constitution included supplementary estimates.

The net effect of accepting that view would be that the Director-General should 

submit to the Board any proposals he might wish to make for supplementary estimates or 

revisions to the annual budget estimates. The practical problem, however, arose that 

the Board did not meet immediately prior to the Health Assembly. So far as
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supplementary estimates were concerned no difficulty had arisen in the past; it had 

always been possible to follow the normal procedure of submitting such estimates to the 

Executive Board at its January session and subsequently to the Health Assembly for its 

retrospective approval. He agreed with the Assistant Direotor-General that it would 

be possible to evolve a practical procedure to deal with any sudden crisis which might 

arise, without infringing the provisions of the Constitution and without having to have 

recourse to a special meeting of the Board. Whereas the Direotor-General was not 

empowered to - introduce formal supplementary estimates to the Health Assembly, he was in*

a position to submit reports to the Health Assembly on any matter coming within the 

Organization's activities. It would appear, therefore, that in any sudden development 

requiring a revision to the annual budget estimates or the provision of supplementary 

funds, it would be open to the Director-General to submit a report to the Health 

Assembly. The submission of such a report would not be tantamount to the submission of 

supplementary estimates in the formal sense. The Director-General would merely be 

reporting developments that had taken place and that required the Health Assembly to 

reconsider the level of the budget in the light not only of the original estimates put 

forward but with reference to the supplementary requirements that had arisen. Such a 

procedure would mean that the level of the original budget estimates would remain and 

that it would be open to delegations to take the final decision on the particular level 

to which those estimates should be raised.

Some detailed amendments of the Financial Regulations would be called for and, 

taking account of the weight of business which the Board had to undertake, it might be 

considered desirable to refer the question of those amendments to a smaller group of 

the Board.
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Dr METCALFE also wished to thank the Direotor-General for the study he had made 

and presented to the Board in document EB25/45.

He would wholeheartedly endorse Mr Brady's suggestion that it would be a useful 

approach for the Board to consider the question of principle and to establish a small 

working group to take up the drafting of the proposed amendments of the Financial 

Regulations, with a view to giving effect to the Board's decisions.

Dr Hyde's suggestion that it would meet the difficulty if supplementary estimates 

could be presented to Member governments one month in advance of the opening of the 

Health Assembly would meet a number of the objections of governments and would facilitate 

the acceptance of supplementary estimates by Member States since they would then be in 

a position to obtain the advice of their national officials who were most acquainted 

with WHO and its needs. That suggestion did not, however, meet the constitutional 

difficulty.

It seemed to him that the WHO Constitution was quite olear on the points raised. 

According to Article jk, the Director-General should prepare and submit annually to the 

Board the budget estimates of the Organization; Article 55 added that the Board should 

consider and submit to the Health Assembly those budget estimates, together with any 

recommendations it might deem advisable. The main problem,therefore,was how to treat 

revisions to the annual budget estimates and supplementary estimates which might become 

necessary between the January session of the Board and the meeting of the Health Assembly. 

Supplementary estimates necessitated by unforeseen developments appeared to be covered 

by the authority given to the Director-General and the Board to meet such costs by with

drawals from the Working Capital Fund. Supplementary estimates required for a major
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development in the programme were not at present satisfactorily covered, unless such 

supplementary estimates were moved by a Member State in the Health Assembly. An 

example had been provided the previous year when the Director-General had sought 

additional funds for Idle intensified medical research programme. That was the problem 

which should be referred to a working group for examination with a view to arriving at 

appropriate financial regulations which would not conflict with the provisions of the 

Constitution.

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, welcomed the opportunity that had been 

given for an objective discussion of the problem, in the absence of any specific 

proposal for supplementary estimates; indeed, the Board had taken a wise decision at 

its previous session in deciding to have the whole matter studied. There should be no 

doubt that the overriding consideration in dealing with the matter must be to preserve 

the integrity of the Constitution.

Answering specific points raised in the discussion, he maintained that the 

provisions of the Constitution undoubtedly took precedence over any action the Health 

Assembly might take and over the provisions of the Financial Regulations or Rules of 

Procedure. It was plainly possible for the Board to change its timetable of meetings, 

but such a change would not preclude the need for Introducing changes in the Financial 

Regulations in order to perfect them and eliminate some existing ambiguities that were 

the cause of some of the difficulty in dealing with the problem.



Dr Hyde had referred to the importance of Member governments having advance 

notice of the submission of supplementary estimates; that was obviously desirable 

and would always, he was sure, be done as far as possible. It should nevertheless 

be borne in mind that it might not always be within the Director-General's power 

to foresee developments that might occur even within a period of one month. Every 

organization found it necessary from time to time to deal with supplementary 

estimates in the course of its annual conferences or assemblies. Other organizations, 

however, had devices available which ruled out for them the problem of finding an 

orderly and practical way of dealing with supplementary estimates such as faced WHO, 

unless it was willing to incur the cost of convening an additional session of the 

Board either prior to or during the Health Assembly.

The point he had meant to bring out in relation to the Constitution had already 

been made by Dr Metcalfe; that Article j54 as well as Article 55 referred to annual 

budget estimates. There was no obstacle to accepting the interpretation that annual 

budget estimates included revisions to the estimates and supplementary estimates.

If adopted, it would clearly follow that the Director-General was charged with the 

responsibility of submitting annual budget estimates, including revisions to those 

estimates and supplementary estimates. The difficulty arose in regard to the 

provisions of Article 55, which stipulated that the Board should consider and submit 

to the Health Assembly such budget estimates. Indeed, that was the focal point and 

one which deserved very careful consideration.

If it were desired to develop a mechanism whereby the need for convening an 

additional session of the Board would be avoided, changes in the Financial Regulations 

might be developed along the lines mentioned by Mr Brady. The Secretariat itself had 

been in some difficulty in trying to find a solution to the problem and that had led
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to the proposal to provide in the Financial Regulations for the Health Assembly to 

convene a special session of the Board, should it at any time consider that the 

supplementary estimates submitted were of such importance or magnitude as to warrant 

their prior examination by the Board. The discussion had served to clarify the 

situation to a very large extent and he ventured to suggest that it would be possible 

to redraft the Financial Regulations as desired.

The CHAIRMAN observed that the present consideration of the matter had arisen 

from a conflict in the Health Assembly on whether the Director-General's proposals 

constituted the original proposal in regard to the budget estimates. Earlier in 

the discussion, Mr Siegel had affirmed that that was so and that any diverging 

recommendation from the Executive Board would rank as the second proposal. He 

found it difficult to reconcile the provisions of Article 55 of the Constitution 

with that interpretation. For the guidance of future Health Assembly Presidents 

in putting budgetary proposals to the vote, it was advisable that the interpretation 

to be given to the constitutional provisions should be settled one way or the other.

Mr SIEGEL explained that for the past few years the Health Assembly had recognized 

the Director-General's proposals on the budget estimates as the original proposal, 

although in earlier years of the Organization1̂  existence that had not always been 

the case. The provisions of Article 55 of the Constitution were plain on the point 

and showed the natural sequence to be, first, the Director-General's proposals and, 

secondly, any recommendations that the Board might deem advisable. Accordingly, 

wherever the Board's recommendations differed from those of the Director-General, 

those recommendations would constitute the second proposal before the Health Assembly.
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The CHAIRMAN, thanking Mr Siegel, said that if the Board accepted that inter

pretation as correct it would be as well for it to be recorded. The working group 

should, he felt, take up that matter too, so that there would be no possible confusion 

in the future in voting on budgetary proposals.

He noted that the Board was in general agreement on the setting up of a working 

group and proposed Dr Metcalf, Dr Hyde, Mr Brady and Mr Buu-Kinh to form its member

ship. A fifth member could be added if desired.

Dr METCALFE proposed that the Chairman of the Board should take part as well.

The CHAIRMAN signified his agreement and noted that the members designated would 

be agreeable to act. He accordingly considered the working group as established..

(For further discussion, see minutes of the sixteenth meeting, section 6.)

2. AMENDMENTS TO THE FINANCIAL REGULATIONS: Item 9.11 of the Agenda
(Document EB25/44)

The CHAIRMAN noted that the item was linked with the previous item and that 

accordingly the Board would be unable to reach a final decision at the present meeting.

Mr SIEGEL explained that the proposed amendments set out in document EB25/44 

to Financial Regulations 4.2, and 4.5 related to a different subject, the question 

of the Appropriation Resolution. That was one of the questions still remaining to be 

dealt with by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance and if the Board 

could take a decision in principle it might then be referred to the working group 

that had Just been established, together with the remainder of the proposals in 

document EB25/44.
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The changes in question had been proposed in order to incorporate in the 

Financial Regulations certain provisos which the Health Assembly had for several 

years annually incorporated in the Appropriation Resolution, such as "notwithstanding 

the Financial Regulations". It would be reasonable to make the changes at the 

present Juncture, thus incorporating in the Financial Regulations what had become 

the practice of the Organization.

The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no comments, assumed that the Board was 

agreeable to referring those proposals as well to the working group.

It was so agreed. (For further discussion, see minutes of the sixteenth 

meeting, section 6.)

3. CONFIRMATION OF AMENDMENTS TO FINANCIAL RULESî Item 9.12 of the Agenda
(Document EB25/51)

Mr SIEGEL said that in document EB25/51 the Direotor-General was submitting to 

the Board for confirmation, in accordance with the provisions of the Financial 

Regulations, the changes which he had introduced in the Financial Rules. In the 

annex to the document, the text of the old Rules and the new Rules and an explanation 

of the reasons for the changes were set out side by side in three columns.*

The CHAIRMAN proceeded to invite comments successively on each of the proposed 

revisions in the rules.

The revisions in Rules 108.2, 115.6 and 116.2 were approved without comment.

In answer to a point raised by Dr MOLITOR, Mr SIEGEL explained that the revised 

text of Rule 116.3 combined the provisions of the present Rules 116.3 and 116.4.

The intention was to provide for practical considerations which were set out in

1 The text, without the explanations,: is-reproduced in Annex 9 to Off, Rea, Wld 
HlthOrg. 99



detall In the Manual of the Organization, so that some types of tender might be 

opened publioly and others not, depending on the importance and cost of the item.

The revision in Rules 116.3, 116.4 and 116.5 were approved without further 
comment.

The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the Board's con

sideration :

The Executive Board,

In accordance with the provisions of Financial Regulation 16,1,

CONFIRMS the revisions in Rules 108.2, 115.6, 116.2, 116.3, 116.4 
and II6 .5 ,

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution EB25.R24).

4. CONFIRMATION OF AMENDMENTS TO STAFF RULES: Item 9.10 of the Agenda 
(Document EB25/59)

Mr SIEGEL, introducing the item, said that the Executive Board was asked to 

confirm the amendments to the Staff Rules which had been made by the Director-General 

since the Board's twenty-fourth session. The amendments1 appeared in the annex to 

document EB25/39. They were mostly of an editorial nature or for the purpose of 

bringing WHO's Staff Rules into closer line with the practice of the United Nation* 

and other United Nations agencies.

The principal change of substance was the revision of Rule 710, relating to 

staff insurance. It resulted from the introduction as of 1 January i960 of a new

plan of health insurance embracing the entire staff of the Organization and their
; * i

immediate families. Concurrently with the introduction of the new plan, and partly 

in consequence of it, certain modifications had been made in the Organization's 

commercial insurance covering the staff.
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The document described the arrangements WHO had made following the adoption 

of resolution WHA1.97 by the First World Health Assembly and some of the changes 

that had taken place over the years in respect to health insurance, leading to the 

present arrangement. The now insurance plan had been under study for some three 

years with the primary objective of developing a scheme on a self-insured basis 

which could be applied to the staff members and their families at every duty station 

throughout the world.

The CHAIRMAN proceeded to invite comments successively on each of the revised 

texts.

The amended texts of Rules 210.3* 265> 270 and 430.2 and the new Rule 280.7
wore approved without comment.

Dr METCALFE asked for particulars of the cost to the staff for the type of 

accident and illness insurance provided for under Rule 710.

Mr SIEGEL stated that the contributions of staff members for accident and 

sickness Insturonce «ere based on a percentage of the salary earned, with a maximum, 

and depending on the number of dependants. The contribution for a staff member with 

no dependants was 0.8 per cent, of his salary; for a staff member with one dependant,

1.5 per cent.; and for a staff member with two or more dependants, 2 per cent. In 

addition, for the offices which had decided to participate in a plan of dental 

benefits, there was an annual contribution of 0.2 per cent, of salary and a further

0.2 per cent, was added for death and disability insurance.

In answer to a farther question by Dr METCALFE, he explained that participation 

in the dental plan was limited to staff members only; members of their families 

were excluded. Benefits consisted of reimbursement at the rate of 80 per cent, of
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the cost of dental xaraination or treatment and of any medicaments prescribed in 

consequence, except the cost of removal of impacted teeth (for which a benefit was 

provided under tha general insurance plan) and appliances, accessories, including 

crowns and dentures, and any precious metals.

Since the plan had only just come into operation, no experience had as yet 

been gained of its working. The amount of the staff members* contribution was 

based on estimates of what the claims might turn out to be.

Dr METCALFE said he had been merely interested to ascertain whether insurance 

for dental purposes could be made to pay; in other words, he would like to know 

what subsidy had to be added by the Organization to balance the total cost of the 

scheme.

Mr SIEGEL answered that the entire insurance scheme was based on equal con

tributions by the staff members and the Organization. Pending operation for a year 

or two, it would be impossible to judge whether the estimates on which the con

tributions were based were accurate.

Answering a point raised by Professor ZHDANOV, he stated that dentures and 

appliances were excluded under the dental care scheme. Provision was included in 

the general insurance scheme for personal appliances and accessories prescribed 

by a specialist as a consequence of illness, accident or surgical intervention.

The amendments to Rules 7Ю, 820.1(e), and 1120 were approved without further
comment.

The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the Board's con

sideration:
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The Executive Board

1. CONFIRMS, in accordance with Staff Regulation 12.2, the amendments 
to Staff Rules as reported by the Director-General; and

2. NOTES the launching on 1 January i960 of a new health insurance 
scheme for all staff members and the establishment by the Director-General 
of a Trust Fund to that effect in accordance with Financial Regulation 6.6.

Decisiont The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution EB25.R25)*

The meeting rose at 3*55 Р«ш»
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1. PROVISIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION AND OF THE FINANCIAL REGULATIONS ON THE SUBMISSION 
OF BUDGET ESTIMATES» Item 3*5 of the Agenda (Documents EB24/Min/4 Rev.l, page 68, 
EB25/45, EB25/44) (Continued)

The CHAIRMAN, before proceeding with the business of the meeting, welcomed 

Dr Munoz on his arrival to attend the Board session.

Mr BRADY complimented the Director-General and staff on having presented a very- 

clear and helpful account of the problem involved in the submission of budget estimates 

(document EB25/45).

There appeared to be general agreement on accepting the procedure hitherto adopted 

for the submission of the annual budget estimates, although some refinements that were 

considered desirable in the light of experience were being put forward. For his part, 

he agreed with the general aim of the amendments in that connexion, but the question of 

the drafting of the appropriate articles of the Financial Regulations would require some 

further consideration, which could be given in examining the detailed texts set out in 

document EB25/44. t

On the other hand, he had some reservations about the proposals put forward in 

document EB25/45 relating to revisions to the annual budget estimates and supplementary 

estimates. The Assistant Director-General had put forward a reasonable and practical 

proposal to solve the difficulty which arose from the absenoe in the WHO Constitution of 

any mention of a procedure to govern those two matters; with all due deference to his 

known ability in such matters, he (Mr Brady) would like the Board to consider an 

alternative view. The Organization was bound by the provisions of the Constitution and

EB25/Min/6
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presumably its powers of interpretation of those provisions needed to be brought into 

operation only when serious doubts or ambiguities arose. An occasion might perhaps 

arise on which the Health Assembly would again have to consider the matter carefully, 

but the procedure envisaged under the Constitution was that the Director-General 

should prepare and submit annually to the Board the budget estimates of the Organization 

(Article 3^0; and under Article 55, he was required to prepare and submit to the Board 

the annual budget estimates of the Organization.

One question which immediately arose was whether the budget estimates in the con

text of those two articles included or excluded supplementary estimates and revised 

estimates. One point of view would be that, in the absence of a specific provision 

in the Constitution dealing with supplementary estimates, it was open to the Board to 

make a recommendation to the Health Assembly and to the Health Assembly subsequently to 

decide to introduce a procedure governing the submission of supplementary estimates.

On the other hand,the view he favoured was that the procedure governing the submission 

of supplementary estimates must have regard to the only two provisions in the Constitu

tion relating to budget estimates, namely, Articles 3^ and 55» In other words, he was 

submitting that the references to budget estimates of the Organization in the 

Constitution included supplementary estimates.

The net effect of accepting that view would be that the Director-General should 

submit to the Board any proposals he might wish to make for supplementary estimates or 

revisions to the annual budget estimates, The practical problem, however, arose that 

the Board did not meet .immediately prior to the Health Assembly. In so far as

EB25/Min/6
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supplementary estimates were concerned no difficulty had arisen in the past; it had 

always been possible to follow the normal procedure of submitting such estimates to the 

Executive Board at its January session and subsequently to the Health Assembly for its 

retrospective approval. He agreed with the Assistant Director-General that it would 

be possible to evolve a practical procedure to deal with any sudden crisis which might 

arise, without infringing the provisions of the Constitution and without having to have 

recourse to a special meeting of the Board. Whereas the Director-General was not 

empowered to introduce formal supplementary estimates to the Health Assembly, he was in 

a position to submit reports to the Health Assembly on any matter coming within the 

Organization's activities. It would appear therefore that in any sudden development 

requiring a revision to the annual budget estimates or the provision of supplementary 

funds, it would be open to the Director-General to submit a report to the Health 

Assembly. The submission of such a report would not be tantamount to the submission of 

supplementary estimates in the formal sense. The Director-General would merely be 

reporting developments that had taken place and that required the Health Assembly to 

reconsider the level of the budget in the light not only of the original estimates put 

forward but with reference to the supplementary requirements that had arisen. Such a 

procedure would mean that the level of the original budget estimates would remain and 

that it would be open to delegations to take the final decision on the particular level 

to which those estimates should be raised.

Some detailed amendments of the Financial Regulations would be called for and, 

taking account of the weight of business which the Board had to undertake, it might be

considered desirable to refer the question of those amendments to a smaller group of 

the Board.

EB25/Min/6
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Dr METCALFE also wished to thank the Director-General for the study he had made 

and presented to the Board in document EB25/45.

He would wholeheartedly endorse Mr Brady's suggestion that it would be a useful 

approach for the Board to consider the question of principle and to establish a small 

working group to take up the drafting of the proposed amendments of the Financial 

Regulations, with a view to giving effect to the Board's decisions.

Dr Hyde's suggestion that it would meet the difficulty if supplementary estimates 

could be presented to Member governments one month in advance of the opening of the 

Health Assembly would meet a number of the objections of governments and would facilitate 

the acceptance of supplementary estimates by Member States since they would then be in 

a position to obtain the advice of their national officials who were most acquainted 

with WHO and its needs. That suggestion did not, however, meet the constitutional 

difficulty.

It seemed to him that the WHO Constitution was quite clear on the points raised, 

According to Article 3^, the Director-General should prepare and submit annually to the 

Board the budget estimates of the Organization; Article 55 added that the Board should 

consider and submit to the Health Assembly those budget estimates, together with any 

recommendations it might deem advisable. The main problem therefore was how to treat 

revisions to the annual budget estimates and supplementary estimates which might become 

necessary between the January session of the Board and the meeting of the Health Assembly. 

Supplementary estimates necessitated by unforeseen developments appeared to be covered 

by the authority given to the Director-General and the Board to meet such costs by with

drawals from the Working Capital Fund. Supplementary estimates required for a major
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development in the programme were not at present satisfactorily covered, unless such 

supplementary estimates were moved by a Member State in the Health Assembly. An 

example had been provided the previous year when the Director-General had sought 

additional funds for the intensified medical research programme. That was the problem 

which should be referred to a working group for examination with a view to arriving at 

appropriate financial regulations which would not conflict with the provisions of the 

Constitution.

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, welcomed the opportunity that had been 

given for an objective discussion of the problem, in the absence of any specific 

proposal for supplementary estimates; indeed, the Board had taken a wise decision at 

its previous session in deciding to have the whole matter studied. There should be no 

doubt that the overriding consideration in dealing with the matter must be to preserve 

the integrity of the Constitution.

Answering specific points raised in the discussion, he maintained that the 

provisions of the Constitution undoubtedly took precedence over any action the Health 

Assembly might take and over the provisions of the Financial Regulations or Rules of 

Procedure. It was plainly possible for the Board to change its timetable of meetings.» 

but such a change would not preclude the need for introducing changes in the Finanoial 

Regulations in order to perfect them and eliminate some existing ambiguities that were 

the cause of some of the difficulty in dealing with the problem.
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Dr Hyde had referred to the importance of Member governments having advance 

notice of the submission of supplementary estimates; that was obviously desirable 

and would always, he was sure, be done to the extent possible. It should never

theless be borne in mind that it might not always be within the Director-General's 

power to foresee developments that might occur even within a period of one month.

Every organization found it necessary from time to time to deal with supplementary 

estimates in the course of their annual conferences or assemblies. Other organizations, 

however, had devices available which ruled out for them the problem of finding an 

orderly and practical way of dealing with supplementary estimates such as faced WHO, 

unless it was willing to incur the cost of convening an additional session of the 

Board either prior to or during the Health Assembly.

The point he had meant to bring out in relation to the Constitution had already 

been made by Dr Metcalfe: that Article as well as Article 55 referred to annual 

budget estimates. There was no obstacle to accepting the interpretation that annual 

budget estimates included revisions to the estimates and supplementary estimates.

If adopted, it would clearly follow that the Director-General was charged with the 

responsibility of submitting annual budget estimates, including revisions to those 

estimates and supplementary estimates. The difficulty arose in regard to the 

provisions of Article 55> which stipulated that the Board should consider and submit 

such budget estimates to the Health Assembly, Indeed, that was the focal point and 

one which deserved very careful consideration.

If it were desired to develop a mechanism whereby the need for convening an 

additional session of the Board would be avoided, changes in the Financial Regulations 

might be developed along the lines mentioned by Mr Brady. The Secretariat itself had 

been in some difficulty in trying to find a solution to the problem and that had led
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to tho proposal to provide in tho Pinaroial Regulations for the Health Assembly to 

convene a special session of tho Board, should it at  any time consider that the 

supplementary estimates submitted were of such importance or magnitude as to warrant 

their prior examination by tho Board. The discussion had served to clarify the 

situation to a very largo extent and ho ventured to suggest that it would be possible 

to redraft the Financial Regulations as desired-,

The CHAIRMAN observed that the present consideration of the matter had arisen 

from a conflict in the Health Assembly on whether the Director-General7s proposals 

constituted tho original proposal in regard to the budget estimates. Earlier in 

the discussion, Mr Siegel had affirmed that that was so and that any diverging 

recomondaticn from the Executive Board would rank as the second proposal* Ho 

found it difficult to reconcile the provisions of Article 55 of the Constitution 

with that interpretation and, for the sake of tho guidance of futuro Health Assembly 

presidents in putting budgetary proposals to tho vote, it was advisable that the 

interpretation to be given to tho constitutional provisions should be settled one 

way or the other-*

Mr SIEGEL explained, that for the pact fe/ years tho Health Assembly had iocognized 

the Directoi'-Gencrai5 s proposals or t':.o budget estimates as tho original proposal, 

although in earlier years of the Organization''s existence that had not always been 

the casea Tho previsions of Article 55 of tho Ccnstitution were plain on the point 

and showed tho natural sequence to bo, first, the Director-General1s proposals and, 

secondly, any recommendations that the Board might deem advisable, Accordingly, 

wherever tho Board’s recommendations differed from those of the Director-General, 

those recommendations would constitute tho second proposal before the Health Assembly»
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The CHAIRMAN, thanking Mr Siegel, said that if the Board accepted that inter

pretation as correct it would be as well for it to be recorded. The working group 

should, he felt, take up that matter too, so that there would be no possible confusion 

in the future in voting on budgetary proposals.

He noted that the Board was in general agreement on the setting up of a working 

group and proposed Dr Metcalfe, Dr Hyde, Mr Brady and Mr Buu-Kinh to form its member

ship, A fifth member could be added if desired*

Dr METCALFE proposed that the Chairman of the Board should take part as well.

The CHAIRMAN signified his agreement and noted that the members designated would 

be agreeable to act. He accordingly considered the working group as established.

2. AMENDMENTS TO THE FINANCIAL REGULATIONS: Item 9.11 of the Agenda
(Document EB25/44)

The CHAIRMAN noted that the item was linked with the previous item and that 

accordingly the Board would be unable to reach a final decision at the present 

meeting.

Mr SIEGEL explained that the proposed amendments set out in document EB25/44 

to Financial Regulations 4.2, 4.3 and 4,5 related to a different subject, the question 

of the Appropriation Resolution, That was one of the questions still remaining to be 

dealt with by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance and if the Board 

could take a decision in principle it might then be referred to the working group 

that had just been established, together with the remainder of the proposals in 

document EB25/44,



The changes in question had been proposed in order to incorporate in the 

Financial Regulations certain provisos which the Health Assembly had for several 

years annually incorporated in the Appropriation Resolution, such as "notwithstanding 

the Financial Regulations”. It would be reasonable to make the changes at the 

present juncture, thus incorporating in the Financial Regulations what had become 

the practice of the Organization,

The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no comments, assumed that the Board was 

agreeable to referring those proposals as well to the working group.

It was so agreed.

3. CONFIRMATION OF AMENDMENTS TO FINANCIAL RULESt Item 9.12 of the Agenda
(Document EB25/51)

Mr SIEGEL said that in document EB25/51 the Director-General was submitting to 

the Board for confirmation, in accordance with the provisions of the Financial 

Regulations, the changes which he had introduced in the Financial Rules. In the 

annex to the document, the text of the old Rules and the new Rules and an explanation 

of the reasons for the changes were set out side by side in three columns.

The CHAIRMAN proceeded to invite comments successively on each of the proposed 

revisions in the Rules.

The revisions in Rules 108.2, 115.6 and 116.2 were approved without comment.

In answer to a point raised by Dr MOLEDOR, Mr SIEGEL explained that the revised 

text of Rule 116.3 combined the provisions of the present Rules 116.3 and 116.4.

The intention was to provide for practical considerations which were set out in
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detail in the Manual of the Organization, so that some types of tender might be 

opened publicly and others not, depending on the importance and cost of the item»

The revisions in Rules 116,3* 116.4 and 116.5 were approved without further 
comment.

The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the Board's con

sideration:

The Executive Board,

In accordance with the provisions of Financial Regulation l6,l,

CONFIRMS the revisions in Rules 108.2, 115.6, 116.2, 116,3, 116.4 
and 116,5.

Décision: The draft resolution was adopted.

4c CONFIRMATION OF AMENDMENTS TO STAFF RULES: Item 9.Ю of the Agenda 
(Document EB25/39)

Mr SIEGEL, introducing the item, said that the Executive Board was asked to 

confirm the amendments to the Staff Rules which had been made by the Director-General 

since the Board's twenty-fourth Session. The amendments appeared in the annex to 

document EB25/39» They were mostly of an editorial nature or for the purpose of 

bringing WHO's Staff Rules into closer line with the practice of the United Nations 

and other United Nations agencies.

The principal change of substance was the revision of Rule 710, relating to 

staff insurance. It resulted from the introduction as of 1 January i960 of a new 
plan of health insurance embracing the entire staff of the Organization and their 

immediate families. Concurrently with the introduction of the new plan, and partly 

in consequence of it, certain modifications had been made in the Organization's 

commercial insurance covering the staff.
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The document described the arrangements WHO had made following the adoption 

of resolution WHA1.97 by the First World Health Assembly and some of the changes 

that had taken place over the years in respect to health insurance, leading to the 

present arrangement. The new insurance plan had been under study for some three 

years with the primary objective of developing a scheme on a self-insured basis 

which could be applied to the staff members and their families at every duty station 

throughout the world.

Tho CHAIRMAN proceeded to invite comments successively on each of the revised 

texts. . . .  . . .

The amended texts of Rules 210.3, 265, 270 and 450.2 and the new Rule 280.7
were approved without comment*

Dr METCALFE asked for particulars of the cost to the staff for the type of 

accident and illness insurance provided for under Rule J10.

Mr SIEGEL stated that the contributions of staff members for accident and 

sickness insurance were based on a percentage of the salary earned, with a maximum, 

and depending on the number of dependants. The contribution for a staff member with 

no dependants was 0 .8 por cent, of his salary; for a staff member with one dependant,

1.5 per cent.; and for a staff member with two or more dependants, 2 per cent. In 

addition, for the offices which had decided to participate in a plan of dental 

benefits, there was an annual contribution of 0 .2 per cent, of salary and a further 
0 .2 per cent, was added for death and disability insurance.

In answer to a further question by Dr METCALFE, he explained that participation 

in the dental plan was limited to staff members only; members of their families 

were excluded. Benefits consisted of reimbursement at the rate- of 80 per cent, of
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the cost of dental examination or treatment and of any medicaments prescribed in 

consequence, except the cost of removal of impacted teeth (for which a benefit was 

provided under the general insurance plan) and appliances, accessories, including 

crowns and dentures, and any precious metals.

Since the plan had only just come into operation, no experience had as yet 

been gained of its working. The amount of the staff members' contribution was 

based on estimates of what the claims might turn out to be.

Dr METCALFE said he had been merely interested to ascertain whether insurance 

for dental purposes could be made to pay; in other words, he would like to know 

what subsidy had to be added by the Organization to balance the total cost of the

s cheme.

Mr SIEGEL answered that the entire insurance scheme was based on equal con

tributions by the staff members and the Organization. Pending operation for a year 

or two, it would be impossible to judge whether the estimates on which the con

tributions were based were accurate.

Answering a point raised by Professor ZHDANOV, he stated that dentures and 

appliances were excluded under the dental care scheme. Provision was included in 

the general insurance scheme for personal appliances and accessories prescribed 

by a specialist as a consequence of illness, accident or surgical intervention.

The amendments to Rules 710< 820.1(e), and 1120 were approved without further
comment.

The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the Board’s con

sideration;
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The Executive Board

l f CONFIRMS* in accordance with Staff Regulation 12,2, the amendments 
to Staff Rules as reported by the Director-General;1 and

2, NOTES the launching on 1 January i960 of a new health insurance 
scheme for all staff members and the establishment by the Director-General 
of a Trust Fund to that effect in accordance with Financial Regulation 
6.6.

Decisions The draft resolution was adopted.

The meeting rose at 3.55 P.m.

1 Document EB25/59


